1. Introduction {#sec1-sensors-19-05367}
===============

Microbial concentration detection is of primary importance in many fields of application such as environmental monitoring \[[@B1-sensors-19-05367],[@B2-sensors-19-05367]\], food safety \[[@B3-sensors-19-05367],[@B4-sensors-19-05367]\] and clinical analysis \[[@B5-sensors-19-05367],[@B6-sensors-19-05367]\]. The presence of high microbial contamination, or even the presence of small concentrations of highly dangerous pathogens (such as *Escherichia coli O157:H7* and *Salmonella typhi*) can represent a serious threat to human health. In this regard, approximately 48 million infections have been reported in a single year in the United States of America by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) \[[@B7-sensors-19-05367]\].

The standard technique to measure microbial concentration is the Plate Count technique (PCT) \[[@B8-sensors-19-05367]\]. The sample to be analyzed is diluted in different ratios and inoculated in sterile Petri dishes filled with a nutrient agarised medium to allow microbial replication. After an incubation of 24--72 h, the number of colonies grown on the Petri dish are counted and the microbial concentration estimated as colony forming units per milliliter (CFU/mL). PCT is essentially a laboratory method that is accurate but also time consuming and difficult to be implemented outside a laboratory.

Much research has been carried out in recent years to provide low-cost and quick alternatives for microbial concentration detection. Techniques such as quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR) \[[@B9-sensors-19-05367],[@B10-sensors-19-05367]\] and Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization Time-Of-Flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry \[[@B11-sensors-19-05367],[@B12-sensors-19-05367]\] can provide a near real-time response and can also detect non-culturable cells. However, these techniques must be carried out by trained personnel and require expensive instrumentation. Biosensors, on the other hand, can provide good selectivity towards particular microbial strains with quick response time (\<1 h); in a biosensor, a biorecognition element (bioreceptor) is integrated on the sensor to allow the target cell to bind to the bioreceptor \[[@B13-sensors-19-05367],[@B14-sensors-19-05367]\] and the cell binding can be detected using different transduction principles, such as impedance-based \[[@B15-sensors-19-05367]\], potentiometric \[[@B16-sensors-19-05367]\] and amperometric \[[@B17-sensors-19-05367]\]. Biosensors' main drawbacks are the short lifetime (because of low stability of the biorecognition element) and complex procedures for the bioreceptor immobilization. Other techniques have been also proposed which (although the response time is not as short as biosensors) are easier to be implemented in an automatic form. One such example is Impedance Microbiology (IM), a technique based on Electrical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) \[[@B18-sensors-19-05367]\], where the microbial concentration is estimated from the time needed for a microbial population to reach a threshold concentration. Microbial metabolism produces changes in the culture medium electrical properties and such changes are measured to detect when the microbial population has reached the threshold concentration. IM can measure the microbial concentration with response times in the range from 3 to 14 h (depending on the particular strain and initial microbial concentration) that are shorter than PCT (24--72 h). IM has been successfully implemented to detect microbial concentration in different types of products, including dairy-based desserts \[[@B19-sensors-19-05367]\], raw milk \[[@B20-sensors-19-05367]\], vegetables \[[@B21-sensors-19-05367]\], meat \[[@B22-sensors-19-05367]\], water \[[@B23-sensors-19-05367]\], coolant and lubricant products for machining processes \[[@B24-sensors-19-05367]\], and to investigate the inhibition efficiency of antibiotics and biocides on bacterial growth \[[@B25-sensors-19-05367]\]. An innovative microfluidic implementation of IM was proposed in 2005 concentrating microbial cells using dielectrophoresis, thus strongly reducing the response time \[[@B26-sensors-19-05367]\]. More recently, a combined approach of IM and optical turbidity measurement has been proposed to measure the microbial concentration that, in some cases, can also discriminate the different types of microorganisms present in the analyzed sample \[[@B27-sensors-19-05367]\].

Despite the many innovative techniques proposed to measure microbial concentration, PCT is still the reference method commonly used in microbiology laboratories, where tens or even hundreds of Petri dishes are processed every day for microbial analysis. PCT is normally used in laboratories where colony count is manually carried out by qualified personnel. When many plates are processed, this can lead to eye fatigue and produce errors. Automatic colony counters have been proposed in the literature \[[@B28-sensors-19-05367],[@B29-sensors-19-05367]\], are also commercially available \[[@B30-sensors-19-05367],[@B31-sensors-19-05367]\] and can perform the counting process in an automatic way, thus drastically reducing the analysis time and the chance of error. Since these systems are usually expensive, recently different apps have been designed to turn smartphones into an automatic colony counter by exploiting the camera embedded in modern mobile phones \[[@B32-sensors-19-05367],[@B33-sensors-19-05367],[@B34-sensors-19-05367]\]. While smartphone-based colony counter apps are usually very cheap (or even available for free) and their accuracy is usually much lower than commercially available colony counter systems.

In this paper, a computer vision system is presented; it can measure the microbial concentration and also estimate the growth kinetics. The technique is based on PCT, where an inoculated Petri dish is incubated and monitored with a low-cost camera to detect the colonies during the growth phase, thus counting their number and estimating colony size. The proposed method is implemented automatically using a laptop PC that controls the camera by USB communication.

The paper is organized as follows. In [Section 2](#sec2-sensors-19-05367){ref-type="sec"}, the computer vision system is presented, and the microbiological analysis used to estimate its accuracy is discussed. In [Section 3](#sec3-sensors-19-05367){ref-type="sec"}, the results of measurements with the system are presented and discussed. Finally, conclusions are drawn in [Section 4](#sec4-sensors-19-05367){ref-type="sec"}.

2. Materials and Methods {#sec2-sensors-19-05367}
========================

A computer vision sensor system was developed to estimate the microbial concentration as well as the microbial growth kinetic parameters. The system was tested with different microbial species (*Escherichia coli*, *Staphylococcus aureus*, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*) cultured in different growth media. The designed system was in-house validated by carrying out PCT assays in parallel under the same conditions.

2.1. The Computer Vision Sensor System {#sec2dot1-sensors-19-05367}
--------------------------------------

The computer vision sensor system was built using a low-cost camera (Proxima USB 2.0). A picture of the system is presented in [Figure 1](#sensors-19-05367-f001){ref-type="fig"}a. The camera is held in position using an ad-hoc designed structure (realized with a 3D printer, Makerbot Z18 by Makerware) capable to set the distance to the Petri dish at different values. In each assay the Petri dish was inoculated with 20 µL of the sample under test. The inoculum was placed in a small circular area (15 mm diameter) using an ad-hoc designed mask, created with a 3D printer as shown in [Figure 1](#sensors-19-05367-f001){ref-type="fig"}b. The camera was programmed to acquire images of the Petri dish at time intervals of 10 min with a resolution of 640 × 480. The camera magnifying ratio was set to 32.7 µm/pixel.

The low-cost camera was placed in a thermal incubator (Binder) set to the target temperature and controlled by a USB port using a laptop PC. The software to control the camera for both acquisition and analysis was written using the Processing programming language. Each assay was carried out with the following steps: the Petri dish was inoculated and placed under the camera inside the thermal incubator; a photo of the inoculated area (circular area of 15 mm diameter as shown in [Figure 1](#sensors-19-05367-f001){ref-type="fig"}b) was taken every 10 min for a total of 24--48 h (depending on the analysed microbial species) and saved on the PC hard disk; at the end of the assay, the images were processed to extract the information parameters (number of colonies and total colonies area).

The acquired images were processed according to the following algorithm:−the image is blurred using a blur parameter of 5,−the image is converted from RGB to grayscale,−an image is generated as the difference of the current image and the image acquired at time 0,−the new generated image is binarized using a threshold of 0.07,−the number of colonies and the total colonies area for the binarized image are determined.

The colonies in the binarized image were detected using a blob detection algorithm whose code is presented in \[[@B35-sensors-19-05367]\]. Preliminary measurements were carried out to compare the results achieved using the blob detection algorithm with those obtained with the circle Hough transform algorithm \[[@B36-sensors-19-05367]\] implemented using the library OPENCV in Python. Although the Hough transform algorithm is capable to discriminate two overlapping colonies while the blob detection algorithm detects them as a single blob, the blob detection algorithm resulted in more accurate detection and higher correlation with the reference PCT measurements, at least in the beginning of the colonies growth phase, when the colonies are perfectly separated. This can be explained by the fact that some colonies are not perfectly circular and their transparency level is different for different microbial species and growth media. Thus, in the following, all images were processed using the blob detection algorithm.

In [Figure 2](#sensors-19-05367-f002){ref-type="fig"}, the different phases of the image processing are shown in the case of a sample contaminated with 350 CFU/mL of *S. cerevisiae*: the original acquired image is presented in [Figure 2](#sensors-19-05367-f002){ref-type="fig"}a, and the binarized image in [Figure 2](#sensors-19-05367-f002){ref-type="fig"}b, while the binarized image with the colonies detected in [Figure 2](#sensors-19-05367-f002){ref-type="fig"}c. The colony area was determined by the number of white pixels inside the detected blob. The total colonies area was calculated as the sum of the colony area for all detected colonies. To avoid erroneous detection of colonies due to light reflection effects and scratches on the Petri dish, all detected blobs featuring an area lower than 40 pixels were discarded.

2.2. Microbiological Analysis {#sec2dot2-sensors-19-05367}
-----------------------------

Four different laboratory cultured microbial species were used for the tests carried out using the computer vision system presented in this work: *Escherichia coli* ATCC 11105, *Staphylococcus aureus* ATCC 29213, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* DSM 50071, *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* ATCC 26785. *E. coli*, *S. aureus*, *P. aeruginosa* were routinely cultured in Nutrient broth at 37 °C, with vigorous shaking; *S. cerevisiae* was routinely cultured in Sabouraud Dextrose broth at 30 °C, with vigorous shaking. Overnight cultures of each microorganism were prepared, serially diluted in sterile saline (0.9% NaCl) and inoculated on Petri dishes filled with agarised appropriate growth medium (medium added with 1.5% agar), and placed under the camera. *E. coli* and *S. aureus* dilutions were spotted (20 µL) on Nutrient (NA) or Brain Hearth Infusion (BHI) agar plates; *P. aeruginosa* dilutions were spotted on NA plates, plates were incubated at 37 °C for 24 h. *S. cerevisiae* dilutions were spotted on Sabouraud Dextrose agar (SDA) plates and incubated at 30 °C for 48 h.

For each tested sample, the microbial concentration was also measured using the standard PCT under the same conditions (growth medium and temperature) and the result used as reference to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed computer vision sensor system.

All media components were from Becton, Dickinson and Company (Sparks, MD, USA).

3. Results and Discussion {#sec3-sensors-19-05367}
=========================

The sensor system has been tested with different laboratory cultured microbial strains and the results compared with PCT analysis carried out in parallel for reference. A total of 23 samples have been tested (each featuring different microbial concentrations): three samples for *E. coli* in NA, nine samples for *E. coli* in BHI, three samples for *S. aureus* in NA, two samples for *S. aureus* in BHI, two samples for *P. aeruginosa* in NA, four samples for *S. cerevisiae* in SDA. Each sample was tested in duplicate and the results averaged. In each assay the number of colonies grown on the Petri dish and the growth kinetics of such colonies are measured.

3.1. Determination of the Algorithm Parameters {#sec3dot1-sensors-19-05367}
----------------------------------------------

As discussed in [Section 2.1](#sec2dot1-sensors-19-05367){ref-type="sec"}, each acquired image is processed using a computer vision algorithm composed of different steps, including a blur transformation and image binarization using a threshold. The optimal values for the parameters of such transformations have been determined by testing different values and comparing the achieved accuracy.

In the case of blurring, the transformation provides better results since it helps to remove image artefacts (such as scratches and light reflections on the Petri dish) that can result in erroneous colony detection. However, very high values of the blur parameter can result in underestimation of the number of colonies. This is shown in [Figure 3](#sensors-19-05367-f003){ref-type="fig"}, where four different blur parameters (0.5, 2, 3.5 and 5) have been tested in the case of a sample contaminated with *E. coli* and tested in BHI medium using a binarization threshold of 0.07. As can be seen, the number of detected colonies decreases with the increase of blur parameter. It is 40, 39, 34 and 30 for a blur parameter of 0.5, 2, 3.5 and 5, respectively. The blur parameter has negligible effects on the measured covered area. Thus, a value of 0.5 for the blur parameter has been used.

The binarization threshold parameter is of paramount importance to achieve high accuracy in colony detection. In fact, different microbial strains and different growth media result in different levels of transparency for the colonies grown on the Petri dish. In [Figure 4](#sensors-19-05367-f004){ref-type="fig"}, the number of detected colonies and the percent of covered area are plotted vs. time in the case of pictures processed with a blur parameter of 0.5 and different values for the binarization threshold parameter (0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, 0.13, 0.17) for a sample contaminated with *E. coli* and tested in BHI medium. As can be seen, very low values of the binarization threshold parameter (0.03) result in poor detection of the number of colonies and a large offset at time 0 for the percent of covered area since many background pixels are erroneously interpreted as colony pixels. On the other hand, high values of the binarization threshold parameter (0.17) also result in poor detection of the number of colonies, since many colonies pixels are erroneously interpreted as background pixels. Moreover, increasing the value of the binarization threshold parameter, the number of detected colonies reaches the maximum value at higher times, thus resulting in longer detection times. The optimal binarization threshold parameter was set to 0.07, based on investigations on different microbial species and growth media.

3.2. Evaluation of the Algorithm Accuracy {#sec3dot2-sensors-19-05367}
-----------------------------------------

The computer vision algorithm discussed in [Section 2.1](#sec2dot1-sensors-19-05367){ref-type="sec"} has been used to evaluate the microbial concentration and growth kinetics for the microbial species presented in [Section 2.2](#sec2dot2-sensors-19-05367){ref-type="sec"}. For all microbial species, different microbial concentrations have been tested and the results compared with PCT measurements were carried out in parallel under the same conditions.

In [Figure 5](#sensors-19-05367-f005){ref-type="fig"}, the results for different concentrations of *E. coli* in BHI medium are presented. As can be seen in [Figure 5](#sensors-19-05367-f005){ref-type="fig"}a, the number of detected colonies is initially zero, then increases with time, reaching a maximum and then decreases over time. This is the result of the growth of colonies on the Petri dish. Initially, the colonies are too small to be detected, then their size increases and the number of detected colonies increases too. However, when the colony size becomes too big, the colonies overlap each other, and the algorithm detects them as a single colony. Thus, the number of detected colonies starts to decrease. The number of colonies for the tested sample is estimated from the maximum number of detected colonies during the assay. As expected, samples featuring higher values of the microbial concentration are also characterized by higher values of the maximum number of detected colonies. The percent of covered area ([Figure 5](#sensors-19-05367-f005){ref-type="fig"}b) represents the percent of screen area that is covered by colonies. As expected, this area is initially zero and then increases over time, at least until the colony size stops to increase due to the lack of nutrients. The percent of covered area starts to increase at a time that is characteristic of the particular microbial species but its rate of increase is also a function of the number of colonies and thus of the sample microbial concentration. However, if the percent of covered area is divided by the number of detected colonies ([Figure 5](#sensors-19-05367-f005){ref-type="fig"}c), this parameter is not dependent on the sample microbial concentration and is characteristic only of the particular microbial species.

The percent of covered area for a single colony has been fitted using a piecewise linear function *f*(*t*) defined as:$$f\left( t \right) = \left\{ {\begin{matrix}
a \\
{a + c\left( {t - b} \right)} \\
\end{matrix}~\begin{matrix}
{t \leq b} \\
{t > b} \\
\end{matrix}} \right.$$

In the fitting function f(t), the parameter a accounts for an offset due to artefacts in the acquired images and has no correlation with the microbial kinetics growth, parameter b accounts for the lag time needed for the colonies to reach a size to be detected, while parameter c accounts for the growth speed of the colonies. The fitting function of Equation (1) has been used for all tested microbial species in the time range when no colonies overlapping occours (i.e., percent of covered area for a single colony \< 0.2%). In all cases, the achieved coefficient of determination R^2^ was higher than 0.98, indicating a very good fit for the measured data.

The percent of covered area for a single colony is plotted in [Figure 6](#sensors-19-05367-f006){ref-type="fig"} for the different microbial species and growth media investigated in this work and the corresponding parameters of the fitting function of Equation (1), estimated using the software CurveExpert Professional 2.4, are presented in [Table 1](#sensors-19-05367-t001){ref-type="table"}. As can be seen, different microbial species feature different values for the lag time parameter and growth speed parameter: *E. coli* in BHI is the fastest growing microbial species among the ones tested, while *S. cerevisiae* features a low growth rate and also the longest lag time. Considering the same microbial species, different growth media are characterized by different values of the kinetics parameters. For example, in the case of *E. coli*, BHI medium provides higher growth rate and shorter lag time if compared to NA medium. In the case of *S. aureus* the growth rate in BHI medium is more than twice the growth rate in NA medium, while both media provide comparable values for the lag time.

The estimation of microbial species growth rate and lag time is very important in different field of applications, for example when testing the efficiency of microbial biocides to evaluate how different concentrations of the compound affect the ability of the cells to grow, or when the optimal growth temperature must be determined for a particular microbial species/growth medium combination.

The results of the accuracy of the proposed system in the determination of the microbial concentration are presented in [Figure 7](#sensors-19-05367-f007){ref-type="fig"}a, where the number of colonies detected by the proposed system are plotted vs. the microbial concentration determined by a PCT assay carried out in parallel. The data are reported for all the assays (different microbial species and growth media) tested in this work. Each dot of the scatter plot represents the outcome of a single assay (number of colonies detected by the proposed system on the *y*-axis and microbial concentration determined by a PCT on the *x*-axis) without any discrimination for different microbial species and/or growth media. As expected, the number of detected colonies increases with the microbial concentration measured by PCT. However, as the sample microbial concentration increases, the error in the number of detected colonies also increases, since when the number of colonies is high, there is a high probability of colonies overlapping in the early phase (when the colonies are still small), thus resulting in underestimation of the number of colonies. This is better shown in [Figure 7](#sensors-19-05367-f007){ref-type="fig"}b, where it is pointed out that the error in the estimated number of colonies (i.e., absolute value of the difference between the number of colonies measured with the proposed system and the number obtained with PCT) is negligible when the sample microbial concentration is lower than 1200 CFU/mL (i.e., less than 24 colonies are present). In [Figure 7](#sensors-19-05367-f007){ref-type="fig"}c, the scatter plot of the number of detected colonies vs. the sample microbial concentration is shown for the subset of investigated samples featuring a microbial concentration lower than 1200 CFU/mL. As can be seen, in this case, the number of detected colonies is a linear function of the sample microbial concentration and the value of the determination coefficient (R^2^ = 0.9735) is high.

3.3. Towards an Embedded Electronic System {#sec3dot3-sensors-19-05367}
------------------------------------------

The presented computer vision sensor system has been in-house validated using benchtop instrumentation in a laboratory environment. However, it can also be implemented in the form of an embedded electronic instrument using low-cost electronics to be used outside a laboratory by non-trained personnel. This can be very useful, for example, in the case of small production environment that cannot afford an internal laboratory for quality testing, to avoid the costs and long response delay due to sample shipping to an external laboratory.

The schematic of the implementation of the computer vision sensor system in the form of an embedded electronic system is presented in [Figure 8](#sensors-19-05367-f008){ref-type="fig"}. The Petri dish features six different active areas, where 20 µL of six different dilutions (no dilution, 10^−1^, 10^−2^, 10^−3^, 10^−4^, 10^−5^) of the sample are inoculated. The Petri dish is put on a rotating basement operated by a stepper motor that can place each of the six active areas under the camera to take a picture. All the system is located in a thermoregulated chamber where the target temperature to favour microbial growth is set.

At the beginning of the assay the Petri dish is placed on the rotating platform inside the thermal chamber set at the target temperature. Every ten minutes a picture of each active area on the Petri dish is taken and saved on a non-volatile memory. After the end of the assay, the pictures are processed as discussed in [Section 2](#sec2-sensors-19-05367){ref-type="sec"}. The number of colonies and growth kinetics parameters are then determined by choosing the active area featuring a number of detected colonies lower than 20 and compensating for the corresponding dilution factor.

All the system can be built using low-cost electronics and controlled by a microcontroller in charge of data acquisition from the camera, data saving to a flash memory embedded in the developed electronic board, control of the chamber temperature and data processing. The thermoregulation system can be implemented, for example, using a Peltier cell, capable of both heating and cooling, controlled using a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) algorithm implemented on the microcontroller.

4. Conclusions {#sec4-sensors-19-05367}
==============

In this paper, a computer vision sensor system for microbial concentration detection has been presented. The system can estimate the microbial concentration of the sample under test by continuously monitoring a Petri dish and detecting the colonies grown on the dish using a blob detection algorithm. The system is also capable of measuring the lag time and growth rate of the detected colonies, thus also providing information on the microbial contaminant kinetics growth parameters.

All the investigations have been carried out in a laboratory environment using benchtop instrumentation. However, such a system can be implemented in the form of an embedded electronic system built with low-cost electronics to perform microbial contamination analysis also outside a laboratory by non-trained personnel. This can be of great importance in particular for small sized production centers that cannot afford the cost of an internal laboratory. The system can provide the results in a short time, thus avoiding the long delays related to shipping the samples to an external laboratory for analysis.
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![Picture of the proposed computer vision sensor system for microbial analysis (**a**) and designed mask to select the area of the inoculum (**b**).](sensors-19-05367-g001){#sensors-19-05367-f001}

![Pictures of the colonies grown on the Petri dish in the case of the microbial specie *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*. Picture taken by the camera (**a**), after the binarization process (**b**) and after the application of the blob detection algorithm (**c**).](sensors-19-05367-g002){#sensors-19-05367-f002}

![Number of detected colonies as a function of time in the case of *Escherichia coli* plated on BHI medium (microbial concentration 2500 CFU/mL). The algorithm has been implemented with a binarization threshold parameter of 0.07 for different values of the blur parameter (0.5--5).](sensors-19-05367-g003){#sensors-19-05367-f003}

![Number of detected colonies (**a**) and percent of covered area (**b**) as a function of time in the case of *Escherichia coli* plated on BHI medium (microbial concentration 2500 CFU/mL). The algorithm has been implemented with blur parameter of 0.5 for different values of the binarization threshold parameter (0.03--0.17).](sensors-19-05367-g004){#sensors-19-05367-f004}

![Number of detected colonies (**a**), percent of covered area (**b**) and percent of covered area for a single colony (**c**) as a function of time in the case of *Escherichia coli* plated on BHI medium for different microbial concentrations of the inoculum.](sensors-19-05367-g005){#sensors-19-05367-f005}

![Percent of covered area for a single colony plotted vs. time in the case of the different microbial species and growth media investigated in this work.](sensors-19-05367-g006){#sensors-19-05367-f006}

![Scatter plot representing the number of detected colonies (**a**) and the error of the number of detected colonies (**b**) vs. the microbial concentration measured by the reference PCT assay in the case of the full set of investigated samples and the number of detected colonies vs. the microbial concentration for a subset of samples featuring a microbial concentration lower than 1200 CFU/mL (**c**).](sensors-19-05367-g007){#sensors-19-05367-f007}

![Schematic of a possible implementation of the computer vision sensor system proposed in this work in the form of an embedded electronic instrument for microbial analysis outside a laboratory environment.](sensors-19-05367-g008){#sensors-19-05367-f008}

sensors-19-05367-t001_Table 1

###### 

Growth kinetics parameters for the different microbial species and growth media investigated in this work. The parameters b and c are defined as in Equation (1). Average value and standard deviation for the parameters are provided.

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  *Kinetics*\   *E. coli*\             *E. coli*\            *S. aureus*\           *S. aureus*\           *P. aeruginosa*\       *S. cerevisiae*\
  *Parameter*   (NA)                   (BHI)                 (NA)                   (BHI)                  (NA)                   (SDA)
  ------------- ---------------------- --------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------
  b             572.65 ± 1.63          473.77 ± 7.64         1025.1 ± 153.2         1045.1 ± 69.93         727.9 ± 13.71          1502.9 ± 110.1

  c             (6.91 ± 1.21)∙10^−4^   (1.11 ± 0.1)∙10^−3^   (2.13 ± 0.04)∙10^−4^   (4.85 ± 1.15)∙10^−4^   (9.01 ± 0.56)∙10^−4^   (2.86 ± 0.44)∙10^−4^
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
